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British Mixed Sprint Relay Orienteering Championships 

 
Background 
 
Mixed Sprint Relay is now part of WOC each year (since 2014), there is an annual World 
Cup (officially since 2015) and it is part of the World Games every 4 years. Most 
developed orienteering countries now have a national championships. 
 
Proviso 
 
During the trial for this event, many aspects can be disregarded, such as the event being 
Level A. 
 
IOF Guidelines 
 
The profile  
The Sprint Relay profile is mixed-gender high-speed head-to-head competition. It takes 
place in an urban and park environment. The format is a combination of the Sprint and 
Relay concepts. There are four legs and the first and last legs must be run by women. 
Course planning considerations 
A relatively small area is required for a competition (especially with the use of an arena 
passage). The event shall be easy to understand for the spectators. It should be possible 
to cover at least 70-80 % of the course with TV cameras. The competition should be based 
on a 75 minute live broadcasting and arena production concept; 15 minutes should be 
allocated for broadcasting introductions, interviews and prize-giving ceremonies. An arena 
passage should be used, if possible without compromising course quality too much. When 
there is a comprehensive TV coverage on the course, the arena passage may not always 
be required. This also gives more flexibility for course planning and may enable better and 
more challenging courses. Two loops per leg should be used if there is an arena passage 
with one loop printed on each side of the map. Courses shall be forked. GPS tracking is 
required and “touch-free” punching should be considered.  
The map  
The ISSOM specification shall be followed. The map scale is 1:4000 or 1:5000. It is crucial 
that the map is correct and possible to interpret at high speed, and that the mapping of 
features that affect route choice and speed are accurate. In non-urban areas, the correct 
mapping of conditions reducing running speed, both to degree and extent, is important. In 
urban areas, barriers hindering the passage must be correctly represented and drawn to 
size.  
Winning time, start interval and timing 
The winning time (the total time for the winning team) shall be 55-60 minutes. The time for 
each leg shall be 12-15 minutes so the first and last legs (which are run by women) should 
be a little shorter than the second and third legs. In WOC timing shall preferably be made 
by electronic means, but manual systems may be used. At the finish line there shall be 
photo-finish equipment to assist in judging the placings. 
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Suggested British Orienteering Guidelines 
 
These Rules are to be used in conjunction with the British Orienteering Rules of 
Orienteering. Where these Rules vary or supplement British Orienteering Rules of 
Orienteering, then this Competition Rule will take precedence.  
 
General information 
Purpose  

 To find the British Mixed Sprint Relay Champions in each relevant age class. 

 To provide a high standard of domestic relay competition for all members of British 
Orienteering through a high quality event.  

 For the Open class, the event is intended to provide an equivalent type of 
competition to that held at the World Orienteering Championships. 

Format 

 Single day, relay race for teams of three (or four in the open class), run in age 
classes.  

Administration 

 The British Mixed Sprint Relay Orienteering Championships are organised by 
constituent Associations or by clubs (known as The Organising Body) on behalf of 
British Orienteering. 

 The British Mixed Sprint Relay Orienteering Championships must be registered as a 
Level A event. 

 Applications to request variation to the Competition Rules must be made to Events 
and Competitions Committee. 

 Full details of all the requirements of a level A event are contained in the British 
Orienteering Rules of Orienteering and supplemented by these rules. 

 The Mixed Sprint Relay Championships could be held the day after the British Sprint 
Distance Orienteering Championships. 

 The exact details of responsibility are set out in the Partnership Agreement. 

 The Co-ordinator/Organiser may be required to make regular reports on the 
progress of the event to their Association and to Events and Competitions 
Committee.  

 
Competition and Eligibility  
Eligibility  

 The Championships are open to members of the British Orienteering Federation 
and to members of overseas IOF affiliated Federations.  

 To be eligible to be British Mixed Sprint Relay Champions (all classes except for ad 
hoc), all members of a team must meet the club representation eligibility 
requirements in the British Orienteering Rules of Orienteering and the individual 
eligibility requirements.  

 To be eligible to be a British Champion, an individual competitor must on the day 
immediately preceding the day of competition in question be a member of British 
Orienteering and either be a British citizen or have been a member of British 
Orienteering in each of the three membership years preceding the year of the 
competition.  

 For Juniors who are not British citizens, the membership criteria is as in British 
Sprint Championships rules. 

 To be eligible for British Mixed Sprint Relay Championship trophies and medals, all 
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the members of a relay team must be eligible under the criteria specified above and 
the team must be representing a club which, on the day immediately before the day 
of competition in question, is affiliated to British Orienteering  

 In the elite class the UK Relay League Neighbouring Clubs Alliance may apply - 
Geographically adjacent clubs are permitted to form combined teams (“Alliances”). 
Two clubs t

fielded a team that finished in the top ten of the overall UK Relay league standings 
in the previous year in either the Men's or Women's competitions (note - need to 
see will work in practice – perhaps one gender needs to have been outside top 10 
rather than both). Alliance teams must be treated as competitive, and will be eligible 
to win trophies. Any clubs who wish to take advantage of this proposal must notify 
Events and Competitions Committee and be approved before January 31st of the 
year in which they wish to form the Alliance.  

Shadowing  

 The shadowing of any competitor on a Championship course is not permitted.  
Trophies and/or Medals  

 British Championship Trophies will be presented to the winners of each age class 
relay team. British Championship medals if applicable will be awarded to the first, 
second and third placed competitors in these classes. 

 Competitors are only eligible for British Championship medals and trophies in the 
age class they have entered and if they satisfy the Eligibility requirements above. 

Badge Scheme  

 Does not apply.  
Ranking Scheme 

 Does not apply  
Embargo  

 For level A championship classes, competitors must declare themselves non-
competitive if their acquaintance with the terrain would give them substantial 
advantage over other competitors. Nothing that occurred more than 24 months 
before the date of the event will be taken into account.  

 
Safety  

 Event Officials must refer to British Orienteering Rules of Orienteering and 
Appendix E: Event safety for detailed information on the required and 
recommended safety and risk management procedures  

 Safety and fairness must be prime considerations, particularly with regard to road 
traffic. 

 The risk of accidents involving traffic should be reduced either by closing roads to 
traffic or by selecting enclosed areas such as parks or university campuses where 
there is no traffic or where occasional low speed traffic can be safely controlled  

 
Officials 

 Co-ordinator: to be appointed by the Organising Body, confirmed by the relevant 
Association and approved by Events and Competitions Committee. 

 Organiser and Planner: to be appointed by the Organising Body, confirmed by the 
relevant Association and approved by Events and Competitions Committee.  

 Controller: Grade A controller to be appointed by Events and Competitions 
Committee 

Comment [MW1]: Doesn’t apply to 
trial. 

Comment [MW2]: Doesn’t apply to 
trial. 
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 See British Orienteering Rules of Orienteering and Appendix C: Event officials for 
full details on the requirements for Event Officials at level A events. 

 The Planner and Controller should have experience of sprint orienteering.  

 Other Advisers are to be appointed as appropriate. This may include Mapping, Elite, 
Environment; appointment is to be made by Events and Competitions Committee.  

 
Organisation 
General 

 Full details of the requirements for a level A event are covered in the British 
Orienteering Rules of Orienteering and the Partnership Agreement.  

Additional requirements 

 Competitors must be reminded in the Event Details that any attempt to ‘see’ the 
map before they start renders their team liable to disqualification.  

Seeding  

 Organisers must attempt to seed teams in order to prevent potential winners having 
identical gaffles  

 Teams to be seeded include those which finished in the top 10 in the class in 
question in the previous year. Also, any other teams which are considered to be 
competitive may be included. 

 The number of seeds should be a minimum of three and a maximum of ten. Once a 
list of seeded teams is identified, they should be ranked 1, 2, 3 etc. 

 The actual number of seeds depends on the chosen system of gaffling. 
Starts 

 All classes running the same course must start at the same time.  

 Suggested start times Course 4 10:00, Course 3 10:45, Course 1 11:30, Course 2 
12:30 allowing leading teams in each class to finish before next course starts. 

Mini-mass Starts  

 Arrangements for mini-mass starts must be publicised in the Event Details  

 Competitors in mini-mass starts must have their team numbers recorded by an 
official. The Start official must record the actual time of start manually as well as 
through their e-card.  

 Participation in a mini-mass start does not disqualify a team unless previous notice 
has been given that this will be the case.  

 The planning and organisation should be such as to minimise the numbers of 
competitors likely to be involved in a mini mass start, however Competitors awaiting 
previous lap runners who are long overdue should be started in a mini-mass start to 
avoid the competition going on too long.  

Finish, timing and results  

 The results of each relay class are decided by the order in which the last lap runner 
passes the Finishing line. (Subject to any disqualifications & mispunches).  

 Time must be allowed and the opportunity for appeals against disqualifications to be 
considered and resolved well before the prize-giving.  

 However at least ‘race time’ should be displayed along with team positions on the 
day, with individual times appearing in the printed results. 

 As well as team times and positions, the published results should show individual 
times and details of the course variants.  

GPS Tracking 

 The use of GPS tracking for the top teams in the Open class should be considered. 
 

Comment [MW3]: Trial will have 
afternoon starts, and probably combine start 

times of all courses with 3 legs (Vets & 
Juniors), but keep separate from the course 

with 4 legs (Open). 
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Map and Terrain  
Quality of terrain  

 The terrain for the British Sprint Orienteering Championships must be 
predominantly very runnable park or urban, or a combination of these. Some fast 
runnable forest may be included.  

 A Grade A Controller appointed by Events and Competitions Committee must 
assess the suitability of the venue before the event is confirmed.  

 The terrain is to be sufficiently complex to allow courses to be set which force 
competitors to make frequent rapid decisions and to concentrate throughout the 
race.  

 Areas so complex that it is doubtful whether a competitor can interpret the map at 
high speed should be avoided.  

 The Controller's report should confirm that all of the requirements listed in the 
Terrain Assessment could be met.  

 Each area should allow a Men’s open course with a winning time of 12 - 15 minutes 
without undue repetition. 

 The terrain needs to be well featured (and accurately mapped!) as the control 
density in certain key places is likely to be unusually high.  

 The terrain must be a safe environment for both the competitors and other people 
present (such as spectators and the general public). There are likely to be people 
racing head-to-head at full speed in an area which may well contain traffic and/or 
members of the public or other hazards. This will require strong risk management 
and both suitable terrain and planning. 

Map  

 The map must comply with all of the relevant requirements in the British 
Orienteering Rules of Orienteering and Appendix D: Mapping. 

 The map must be drawn to the latest IOF specification for sprint maps (ISSOM) 
Map scales  

 The map scale must be either be 1:5,000 or 1:4,000, and a contour interval of either 
2.0m or 2.5m.  

 In terrain with exceptionally fine detail, scales of 1:4,000 or 1:3,000 may be used for 
older classes after consultation with Events and Competitions Committee. 

 In these circumstances a direct enlargement should be done of all aspects of the 
map.  

Map printing  

 The map must be printed by an accredited printer. 

 The British Orienteering map template must be used. 

 All maps must be offset litho printed unless agreed otherwise  
 
Course planning  
Courses/Classes for competition must be provided as follows:  
 
1) Open – 4 legs, running order MWMW, with teams able to decide whether participants 
run once or twice (so team could be two, three or four people). TD5 
2) Veteran (40+) /Junior (16-) - 3 legs, free running order, with teams consisting of 3 
people, of which at least one must be male, and at least one must be female. TD5. Middle 
leg shorter. 
3) Super Veteran (55+) /Ultra Veteran (65+) - 3 legs, free running order, with teams 
consisting of 3 people, of which at least one must be male, and at least one must be 

Comment [MW4]: We’re assuming The 
Edge meets most of these requirements, and 

there is no alternative option at this stage! 

Good planning will be key to ensuring 
safety of competitors and achieving the 12 

minute winning time. 

Comment [MW5]: We’ll use SYO’s 

normal printing process. 
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female. TD5. Middle leg shorter. 
4) Young Juniors (12-) - 3 legs, free running order, with teams consisting of 3 people, of 
which at least one must be male, and at least one must be female. TD2. 
5) Optional Ad Hoc class - 3 legs, free running order, with teams consisting of 3 people, of 
which at least one must be male, and at least one must be female. TD5. Legs different 
lengths. 
 
Course 1 must be planned to provide winning times of approx 12-13 minutes for a top M/W 
21 on relevant legs. 
Approximate ratios (of shortest possible route rather than straight line) 
Course 1 – 1.00 (men)/0.85 (women), Course 2 – 0.90/0.70 (middle leg), Course 3 – 
0.75/0.60 (middle leg), Course 4 – 0.60. Course 5 – 0.9/0.75/0.6 
Course 2 could be split into 2 separate courses if necessary for safety reasons. 
 
Notes 

 The number of variants of a particular course, and how to use gaffling, is a decision 
to be made by the planner. This should take into account the likely number of teams 
running.  

 It is preferable that all courses, including the Young Junior Relay, are gaffled to 
some extent to avoid following. However gaffling should be fair, and in particular 
should not try and 'trick' juniors into mis-punching.  

 It should be remembered that whatever method of gaffling is employed, in order for 
the race to be fair it is essential that by the end of the race each team will have run 
precisely the same legs. It is not sufficient that they have just visited the same 
controls. 

 Each set of gaffled should take identical time to run (or as close as possible) to 
avoid teams getting an advantage by having a 'short' gaffle late on in the course. 

 The fair siting of controls is even more important in relays than in individual 
competitions. Anything which gives an unfair disadvantage to those leading is to be 
avoided at all cost. 

 Although groups of controls are often used it is not good planning to have them too 
close together, or visible from one another. A competitor who arrives at the wrong 
control should be penalised for it. Grouped controls should also be on unambiguous 
features and have very different control codes. The planner should not be trying to 
trick people - the fewer people disqualified for mispunching the better. 

 Because the terrain will often be of an urban nature, great care is needed in 
planning of courses for the youngest junior competitors. It is envisaged that most 
areas will have a suitable piece of completely traffic-free terrain where it is possible 
to plan Young Junior courses..  

 If the entry is high, classes could be split onto separate courses, but not at the risk 
of eliminating the head-to-head racing factor. Optimal number of teams per class? 

 There should be an emphasis on very high speed running over a relatively short 
distance. The Sprint format should test the competitor’s ability to read and translate 
the map in complex environments, and to plan and execute route choices whilst 
running at high speed.  

 Courses should be planned so that the element of speed is maintained throughout 
the race. The courses may require climbing but steepness forcing competitors to 
walk should be avoided. Finding the controls should not be the challenge; rather the 
ability to choose and complete the best route to them. For example, the most 
obvious way out of a control should not necessarily be the most favourable one. 

Comment [MW6]: For the trial we’ll do 
the opposite, to ensure we have a good 
number on each mass start. However, if we 

get lots of entries on courses 2, 3, 4, then 

combining them may not be sensible, so we 
may leave them separated. No more than 30 

people in a mass start? 
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 Courses should be set to require the competitor’s full concentration throughout the 
race. An environment that cannot provide this challenge is not appropriate for the 
sprint. The nature of the terrain means that the courses should only be of technical 
difficulty 3, but the high rate of decision making of the event adds extra pressures 
which compensate for the lack of technical challenge.  

 Courses should be planned such that the possibility of competitors being influenced 
by spectators, dogs, general public, traffic, etc is minimised  

 Particular attention needs to be given to courses planned for competitors under 16 
years of age. In the eyes of the law, the Organiser is acting in loco parentis for 
children under the age of 16 and is to be seen to take precautions over and above 
what a careful parent would take for the safety of their children. In practice this will 
mean that courses for M/W16 and below will not be able to cross roads with 
significant traffic. Roads with traffic management that induce low speeds (15mph as 
on many campuses) are acceptable but busy public roads are not. It should be 
noted that disclaimers, signed by parents, are ineffective and would not absolve the 
Organiser of his/her responsibility in law.  

 Due to the head-to-head nature of the racing, thought must be given to the flow of 
competitors – both within one course, but also across courses. Dog-legs and cross-
overs should be avoided where runners are likely to be running towards each other, 
especially when they might be in groups. Course planning should try to avoid the 
possibility of people running in to each other (for example meeting at a building 
corner having come from opposite directions). Careful consideration needs to be 
taken when planning the gaffling, and how the different courses interact with each 
other. Thought also needs to be given to bottle necks early in the course (e.g. 
bridges, narrow passages, un-gaffled controls with not enough electronic timing 
units), and where there are likely to be most public. 

 All courses should have a spectator control, between 50 and 75% of the way 
around the course. If this impractical due to the nature of the terrain, the last part of 
the course should be visible from the changeover.  

 On the open class, men's and women's courses may be similar, but men must not 
be gaffled against women. 

 For simplicity, all courses except the open class could have an un-gaffled middle 
leg. 

 The last part of the last legs must not be gaffled (approx last 30%). 

 There should be more than one electronic timing unit on each control, and early 
controls may need several. 

 It may be worth considering a long leg as the first control, possibly forked, in order 
to split up and spread out the runners early on to avoid overcrowding at control 
points. 

Recommendations 

 Use touch-free electronic timing if possible. 

 Use GPS tracking if possible. 

 Make as much of the course visible to spectators as possible. 

Comment [MW7]: At The Edge I’d 
expect this to be a run through the arena, 
which is easy to plan. 

Comment [MW8]: Not for the trial. 
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Example of forking 
3 variations on each leg provides 8 combinations for each leg, and 64 unique team 
combinations 
Shorter and longer variations provide options for longer and shorter legs (e.g. 
men's/women's legs on Open class) 
 
 

 


